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Single channel algorithm
Calibrate thermal band to radiance
Apply a pixel-by-pixel atmospheric correction:
- Retrieve coincident NASA MERRA-2 reanalysis temperature, relative humidity, and
ozone for each geopotential height (42), as well as total precipitable water [3]
- Estimate atmospheric propagation of thermal infrared using MODTRAN
(MODerate resolution atmospheric TRANsmission model) with inputs from MERRA-2
- Apply correction using: [4]

Split-window algorithm
Derive brightness temperatures from thermal bands
Apply a Non-Linear SST (NLSST) algorithm: [5,6]
•

- Reference temperatures derived from the Canadian Meteorological center Global
Foundation SST product [7]
- MODTRAN-based simulations train on polar atmospheric profile from the
Thermodynamic Initial Guess Retrieval (TIGR) database to generate at-sensor
brightness temperatures [8]
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6. Future work

5. Intended polar applications

2. Landsat SSTs processed in a cloud workflow

3. Landsat SST processing pipelines

1. Introduction Objective: Create a GHRSST-suitable Landsat
SST product that includes Antarctica and
design a cloud-based workflow that will
provide the framework for on-demand data
processing and serving, allowing users to
specify algorithms and atmospheric data
inputs and models to retrieve Landsat SSTs
optimized for their scientific needs

4. Linear relationship betweenMODIS and
corrected Landsat SSTs enables cross-calibration

Cloud detection with XGBoost (distributed, gradient-boosted decision tree library [1])
to supplement the provided Landsat CFMask cloud identification [2]

Co-located and contemporaneous in situ buoy measurements not yet available for
Landsat in Antarctica
Instead, we implement a cross-calibration study using near-homogenous, sea ice
and cloud-free MODIS SSTs

Landsat SSTs have a significant linear relationship with MODIS we
use for cross-calibrations
Initial results show promise for producing Landsat SSTs in
Antarctica
Further work will refine these methods to reduce uncertainty and
broaden application to all of Antarctica

Implement the split-window algorithm
Calibration and validation - much is needed in Antarctica and
elsewhere
Explore the need for:
- Month-of-year specific coefficients
- Additional water vapor content correction using MODTRAN
- Per-pixel satellite zenith angles
Design the cloud-based, on-demand Landsat SST processing
framework based on the ICESat-2 SlideRule project

Landsat recently released its Collection 2 Level 2 Surface Temperature (ST) product,
marking the first comprehensive calculations of surface temperatures from the
four-decade-long Landsatmission sequence.
Producing surface temperatures requires complex integration of Landsat imagery
with external atmospheric datasets andmodel outputs, to compensate for the lack
of dual thermal bands (Landsat 4/5/7) and other bands required for atmospheric
correction (Landsat 4/5/7/8/9).
Although Landsat provides a reliable surface temperature product, gaps still exist
for sea surface temperature (SST) retrievals:

1) ST algorithmnot optimised for acquiring sea surface temperatures
For example, the Landsat 8-9 ST algorithm:

where

2) Algorithm requires optical, thermal, and ASTER emissivity inputs; therefore, ST
not produced at night or around Antarctica

Low sun angles (solar zenith angle >76°) are not processed due to high
uncertainties

Here we develop Landsat single-channel and split-window SST
algorithms that will allow for integration with GHRSST products
and will also be developed as an on-demand, cloud-based,
user-customizable data product.
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Landsat andMODIS respectively provide the high spatial and temporal
resolution imagery required to study ice-plaguedAntarctic coastlines


